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The overall goa l of t he project was
an objecr ive description of various

Two small spocs, rh e modest signat ure of tWO proteins
in a sea of others, have led to
an unambiguous diagnost ic
test fot Creutzfeldt-]akob
d isease (C) D), a rate but
inevitably faral neurolog ical
d isorder. Developed recen tl y
by researc hets at Caltech and
the National Ins t itutes of
H ealth, the tes t involving the
same two proteins appears
also to have great po tent ial
for d iagnosing bovine spong iform encephalopathy (BSE),
Better known as mad cow
disease , BSE has ravaged
Britain's cattle industry and
created considerable political
uproar in the European Union
since the March announcement of the hypoth es is that
the disease had entered the
human food chain. As many
as IS British cases of a new
va riant of CJ D have been tentatively linked [Q t he consumption of SSE-infected
beef, and several hundred
cows a week are still being
diagnosed with SSE in Britain , despite measures [Q
contain the disease.
Although only sudd enly a
very hot property, th e two

diseases of the brain and nt-rvous
syscem, including Al zhei mer's
disease, Parkinson's disease,
Hun tington's chorea, and
schizophrenia, by the sp inal-fluid
popu lation of particular proteins
rhat might serve as markers
[or the diseases.
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proteins were orig inall y d iscove red more than a decade
ago. M ichael H arringtOn, a
member of Caltech's Beckman Institute, spotted them
during an N IH projeCt
examining the spinal fluid of
541 subjects-about 100 of
them normal and the rest
suffering from a variety of
neurological diseases, including 21 with CJD. H arrington was screening the fluid
for about 100 proteins, using
two-dimensional gel electrophoresis, a technique that
appl ies an electric field to
separa te a complex mixture
of protei ns , which end up as
d istinct spots of different size
and charge in different positions on tile gel.
T he ove rall goal of the
projeCt was an objeCtive description of va rious diseases of
the brai n and nervous system, including Alzheimer's
disease, Parkinson's disease,
Hu ntington 's chorea, and
schizophrenia, by the spinalfluid population of particular
proteins that mig ht serve as
markers for the diseases.
H arr ington, who is a physician as well as a biologist,
refers to the spinal fluid as
the "urine of the brain" for
its diagnostic versatility.
T he twO SPOtS, known only
as 130 and 13 1, turned up in
th is spinal "urine" of all th e

C] D patients and of only the
CJ 0 patients; that is, they
described C]D with 100percent specificity and
selectivity. Harrington
thought the characteristic
SpotS would make a useful
diag nostic marker fo r the
disease, and in 1986 he
published this in a paper.
Unfortunately, 10 yea rs
ago such a diagnostic test
took three days of highly
skill ed labo r, and since only
about 200 CJD cases occur
annuall y in the U.S., it
didn't exaccly catch on in
everyday med ical practice.
Still at t he N IH , Harrington
did conti nue to follow up on

Brain t issue that resembles a
s ponge is characteristic of all the
tran smissibl e spongiform
encephalopathies; this sample is
from a person who died of
Creut zfeld t-Jakob disease.
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Two-dimensional gel electrophoresis, which separates a complex mixture of proteins by sire and charge. turned up
two spots, originally called proteins 130 and 131, that were present in the cerebrospinal fluid of patients with
Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (right, arrows) but not present in normal cerebrosrinal fluid (left).

pathology samples se nt to
him from al l over t he world
and diagnosed 260 cases of
CJD wit h 99-percent
accuracy (one false positive
and one false negative). Bue
for all the ir diagnosti c
accuracy, proteins 130 and
131 were still unidentified.
From their posi cion coo rdi naces on the two-dimensional
gel, you ca n assign a charge
and a size-that 's al l. So
Harri ng ton decided to try to
find our what they were, a
task thac became possible
through t be proceinseque nci ng techniques t hac
had been developing in t he
years si nce his first CJD
paper was publ ished.
By 1988 HarringtOn was
working ac Calcech , where
biolog ists had pioneered
mu ch of the work in protein
seq uenci ng. (Imageprocessing algorithms developed at Cal tech's J et Propulsion laboratOry also made
comparison of spot pattern s
in the gel much easier; see
E&S, Fall 1990.) But in
order co seq uence proteins,
you first had ro isolate them ,
and eve n this proved d iffic ult
for 130 and 131. Because

they exisc in such crace
amounts in spinal fluid , it
proved impossible co obtain
a sufficient amount of CJDspinal fluid CO purify a
sample large enollgh co
sequence. No amount of
spinal fluid t hat H arringco n
could obtain wou ld yield
enough of a protein sa mple.
Then Harrington speculated that 130 and 131
might exist in normal brain
tissue and onl y leak out into
the spinal fluid from a brain
damaged by CJD. This
turned out to be correct,
enabling H arringron,
postdoc Kelvin Lee, and
researchers at N IH to purify
sufficient pro-tein for
sequencing from a mere
gram of normal brain tissue.
From the pepcide fragments
that emerged fro m this
process, a parcial sequence
was obtained---e noug h to
feed into a protein database
to look for a macch. Protein
130 turned our to be a wellknown neuronal pro-tein,
14-3-3, (or whi ch commercial antibodies were
available. These ant ibodies
should bind to t he protein
and light up, indicat ing its

p resence. When H arrington
scree ned the spinal-fluid
proteins from a CJD pacient
with the antibodies , botb
130 and 1311it up.
H arrin gm n and his colleag ues now had a simple,
rapid, clinical reSt for CJD;
they published it in The New
EnglandJ ournal of Medicine at
t he end of September.
The implications of proteins 130 and 131 teach
wider, however, than a diagnostic test for a rare di sease,
or eve n fo r a politically and
economically significant one.
The cwo rum oue to belong
to a hig hly conserved (i n
evolu t ionary term s) family of
brain proteins thar have
already attracted the interes t
of biologists, says HarringtOn, beca use they appear to
be involved in a wide variecy
of funct ions, including t he
transmission of sig nals-and
in protein folding. The lacrer fun ction is of particular
interest to Harrington: CJD
and BSE are thought to be
caused , not by an infectious
agent such as a bacterium or
a vi rus, bur by an abnorma l
prion-a p rote in that propagates out of control and
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accum ulates in t he brain.
Unlike normal proteins,
prions in CJD and BSE are
conformationall y abnormal.
This leads HarringtO n to
speculate that his two
proteins that playa role in
the confo rm ational stabilization of other protei ns mig ht
be more t han juSt markers
and could perhaps be implicared in rhe development of
rhe disease. And by manipulating them , you might be
able to stop the prion's
progress.
In his continuing st ud y of
CJD , Harringto n now has 15
protein markers fo r the disease, and ma rkers that may
rurn out to be even more
descriptive of ot her diseases
such as Alzheimer's disease or
Parkinson 's disease. Harringto n has also charac terized
about 2,000 normal spinalfluid proteins in his attempt
to create a complete profile
of proteins in the nervous
sys tem, in which specific
changes indicating pathology
can be observed and therapies
mon.itored. "We ca n build
up a molecular piccu re of
di sease," Harrington believes,
throug h protei ns, wh ich are
more descriptive of disease
t han genes. H e eve n envisions a mass ive "Human
Proteome Project" to complement the Human Genome
Project. "Proteins are what
we're mad e of," he says. "It's
how our genes have produced
different proteins t hat make
us what we are."
In the meantime, however,
Britain's beef di sas ter may
provide the first direct appl ication of Harring ton's work.
During his resea rch for the
1986 paper, he did look at
scrapie (a disease of sheep
that is presumed to be t he
precursor of SSE) to see if a
form of proteins 130 and 131
occurred, because the CJD .
and scrapie brain pathology
was similar. All of the sheep
proteins, however, lodged at
coordinates on the gel different from the human ones,
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rendering a comparison with
a sheep form of 130 and 13 I
impossible at th e tim e. But
the ant ibod y that binds to
and lights up th e twO CJDmarker proteins now changes
all that and has enabled
Harringcon [Q trace successfully the now-known marker
proteins in several different
transmissible spongiform
encephalopathies that affect
sheep, cattle, and chimpanzees.
Harringron has not yet
been able ro test spi nal fluid
from any mad cows, bur "the
dam obtained from experimentally transmitred disease
in cattle suggest that it
might be a useful test for
BSE," he says. In d,e
meantime he's been hounded
by the British media more
tenaciously than any ocher
Cal tech scientist in recent
memory.
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This electron microscope image
shows the tiny tube-like structures
(the largest being III DOth the
diameter of a human hair) that
may be fossils of ancient bacteria.
They were found within the orange
carbonate globules (below) that
are believed to have been formed
in the Martian rock 3.6 billion
years ago.

MICROBES

IN

MARTIAN

Ancient bacterial life on
Mars? Announcemem of i(s
possible manifestation leaked
co the press a couple of weeks
before the scientific paper
ac tuall y appeared in the
August 16 issue of Science.
A ream of scienrists from
NASA, McGill University,
the University of Georgia,
and Stanford had found
several types of evide nce
for these bacteria in a 4 .5billion-year-old Ma rt ian
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METEORITE?

meteori te, named
ALH84001 for [he Allen
Hills region of Antarctica,
where it was found afrer it
was blasted off Mars by the
impact of another meteorite
mi ll ions of years ago.
While anyone bit of evidence might be explained
by other means, the concatenation of the dara led the
authors to conclude that
the most reasonab le
explanation was that it had

been produced biologicall y
abom 3.6 bill ion years ago.
A NASA news co nference
trLlmpeted the results. The
thrill of discovering that
perhaps "we are not alone,"
even if our ostensible companions are microscopic
organisms t hat ceased to exist
3,6 billion years ago, clearl y
roue hed a collective emotional nerve. Reactions
ranged from jubi lant hype to
cold-fusion sneers; sci-fi fans
cried "I rold you so," and the
devout made haste to reconcile it with the Almighty's
plan; scientists, on t he whol e,
took the paper seriously but
maintained skepticism. E&S
asked some of Cal tec h·s scientists for their opinions.
Norman Horowitz (PhD
'39), professor of biology,
emeritus, and former chi ef
of the bioscience section for
JPL's Mariner and Viking
missions (whi ch concl uded
that life was impossible on
the presenr Martian su rface)
found the pape r technologicall y impressive, "a serious
paper by competent investigato rs using the most advanced analytical methods."
H e notes that the aut hors
"don't claim ro have proof of
Martian life, only that that is
t he best explanation for their
findings," and that they are

The 4.5-billi on-year-old rock
ALH8400 I, beli eved to be part of a
Martian meteorite, was found in
Anta rctica in 1984.

"The one aspect of their finding that I find interesting is that these
hydrocarbons are the first organic matter that, as far as I know, has been
identified with Mars. The Viking Lander found no organic
matter in the surface of Mars."

cautious. "In my view there
is much to be cautious
about."
"In the first place, the idea
of past life in a piece of igneous rock-a rock that
crystallized from a melt,
which is what the meteorite
is-is unusual. Evidence of
past life is normally found
in sedimentary rock. The
authors' position is that fissures in the rock became a
home for microbes a billion
years after the rock was
formed.
"Then, the evidence they
present is based almost entirely on inorganic chemistry.
Carbonates, magnetite, and
iron sulfide found in the fissures of the meteorite are of
biological origin, they argue.
Their argument is a sophisticated one, based on the particular minerals found, their
morphology, and their association in the rock. I know
little mineralogy, but J am
skeptical of this argument
because these substances,
andlor their close chemical
relatives , are common in the
solar system. They are found
in meteorites and on the surface of Mars, and they are
formed by well-known chem-

ical reactions. I am sure that
a knowledgeable chemist
could produce a credible
non biological model for the
occurrence of these same
minerals in the Mars meteorite involving fewer assumptions t han those made by
McKay et al.
"The only organic substances that the amhors
report in the meteorite are
polyaromatic hydrocarbons.
They are aware that polyaromatics of nonbiological
origin are found in carbonaceolls me teorites and that
they are readily produced in
the laboratOry. Their argument for a biological source
of these meteoritic polyaromat ics is based on their mass
distribution and Other characteristics, none of them biodiagnostic. The one aspen
of their finding that 1 find
interesting is that these
hydrocarbons are the first
organic matter that, as far as
I know, has been identified
with Mars. The Viking Lander found no organic matter
in the surface of Mats.
"Finally, electron microscopy of the chips showed tiny
structures that, except for
their minute size, resemble

ordinary rod-shaped baneria .
The authors suggest thar
these may be microfossils.
No supporting evidence for
this interpretation is given."
So Horowitz remains unpersuaded. What would it
take to bring him around?
H e thinks that fossil evidence
is required to make the case
convincing . The distinct ive
chemical features of lifesuch as optical acrivity~
could not survive for 3.6
billion years, and, if found,
would indicate contamination.
Joseph Kirschvink (BS, MS
'7 5), professor of geobiology,
is an expert on biomineralization. In addition to making
the initial prediction and
discoveries of earthly magnetofossils, he has found
magnetite in the brains of
whales, tuna, and humans
(the phenomenon of biologjcally produced magnetite was
discovered at Caltech by the
late Heinz Lowenstam in the
early sixties and confirmed
when magnetotactic bacteria
were observed in 1975).

FEYNM AN' S

Kirschvink was quoted in
Science as believing that a
Martian biogenic source for
the meteorite's magnetite was
"not unreasonable at all." He
has written that the "putative
Martian magnetofossils.
look interesting, perhaps the
most convincing of all the
evidence marshaled in the
paper.
Kirschvink claims that the
hypothesis of biogenic Martian magnetite can be tested
quite easily. Characteristic of
terrestrial magneto fossils and
true bacterial magnetosomes
(groups of magnetic crystals),
is the al ignmenr of the magnetite crystals in linear
chains. Experiments could
show whether the Martian
magnetite occurs in linear
chains. Also, depending on
what the strength of Mars's
original magnetic field might
have been (Kirschvink
believes it was probably
substantial) and whether it
shifted in direction, and
depending on the conditions
under whi ch t he magnetite-

MI S P L AC ED

L E C TURE

In Feynman's Lost Lecture, which appeared in our last
issue, David Goodstein recalled Ri chard Feynman giving
a guest leCture (nor the lost one, but the one in which
Feynman spoke of "his" supernova) to Goodstein's freshman physics class shortly before Feynman died. David
A. Edwards, BS '90, PhD '94, who was in rhe freshman
physics class (and so was his wife) in December 1987,
when this lecture allegedly rook place, writes that it wasn't
so- that neither Feynman nor Goodstein taught t he
class-and sent along his homework assignment (l isting
McKeown and FraLitschi as instructors) to prove it.
Goodstein researched the class records, and found that
indeed his memory was faulty, and that Feynman had
delivered his last guest lecture to Goodstein's class on
March 13, 1987, just a month after the supernova, but
11 months before Feynman 's death.
AND

A

MI SPLACED

PERSO N

I n the last issue of E&5, the cap tion on page 10 accidentally transposed the names of the two graduate students.
Brett Doleman is, in fact, on the left, and Erik Severin is
on the right.
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containing carbonate was
fo rmed, various experiments
migh t be able [Q determine
whether t he magnetizat ion
direction of t he mag netite in
ALH 84001 is differem from
what would be expected of its
host rock.
Kirschvink's own lab is the
only magnetically shielded,
clean-lab facility in the world
housing a superconducting
magnetometer system, which,
although designed fo r studies
of biogenic magnetite in
animal tissue, cou ld also
accommodate a piece of rock.
And his 1 5-year-old SQuID
(superconducti ng quantum
interference device) moment
magnetometer was recently
rebuilt and eq uipped with
new sensors that would easily
be able to measure tiny
amounts of Martian magnetite. Hojatollah Vali , of
McGill University, one of the
Science paper's coauthors, was
a visiting associate in this lab
in 1989, and Kirschvink has
offered his fac ility for further
tests to help determine
whether life did indeed exist
on ancient Mars.

GALl LEO

SHOOTS

THE

Moo N S

On July 27 the Galileo orbiter spacecraft flew by
J upiter's moon Ganymede within 519 miles (70 times
closer than Voyager 2), se nding back stunning images of
incredible sharpness. Ganymede, the larges t moon in the
solar system, is believed to be about half water ice and half
rock. Galileo's experiments revealed that Ga nymede has a
magnetosphere, and its pictures show the moon's surface to
be pock-marked by impacts with comets and asteroids and
wrinkled and fractured by t he same internal forces as
Earth. While it was in the neighborhood, Galileo also
snapped some shoes of Europa from about 96,300 miles
and 10 from 604,000 miles. The spacecraft will pass closer
to Europa in December.

Left: A new volcanic plume, colored
blue by sulfur dioxide and extend w
ing 60 miles into space , erupts at
Ra Pate ra on the constantly
changing surface of 10. The inset
at right shows how this volca no
has changed since Voyager's visit in
1979 (t op) . The new plume has
covered a surrounding area the size
of New Jersey with t he volcanic
deposits seen by Galileo (bottom).

CALTECH

ALMOST

Sharp-eyed moviegoers
amongst us may have picked
up on the Cal tech p resence in
last summer's brace of alieninvasion flicks . An early
scene in Independence Day
shows the mil itary brass
trying to figure out why all
t heir satellites are going offline. D uring the conversation, a badly p ixellated ,
purple-and-red phoc(}-obviously an infraredtelescope image-is handed
round . The image shows a
mysterious round objec t , the
size of a minor planetoid,
orbiting Earth. (This, of
course, is the al ien mocher
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ship, bu t only the aud ience
knows that then.) A cou ple
of scenes later, a second photo
shows a set of th in, flat
objects (the just-launched
invasion fleet) underneath
the mother ship. It's on ly on
the screen for a few seconds,
but emblazoned across the
bottOm of the photo is
"IO-METER KECK TELESCOPE, MAUNA KEA,
HAWAII. " No other
affiliation is g iven, however.
And the fo lks who took in
The An-ival saw Cal tec h but
didn'r know it. Caltech's
Owens VaJ ley Rad io ObservatOry played the pa rt of Oro
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Vall ey Observatory in the
film. Several exterior shOts
were filmed there, including
t hose of the actors clambering
about in the 130~foot dish .
On (he other hand, the scenes
that purported to be of
Cal tech 's J et Propulsion
Laboratory, where radio
ast ronomer and SETl (Search
for Extra-Terrestrial Intell igence) expert Zane Ziminski
(Charlie Sheen) worked, were
shot elsewhere. And to round
out the "things are no t what
rhey seem category, Tony
Award winner Ron Silver
plays Gordian (as in knot),
the head of )PL who's also

One Of T hem.
And released shortly before
E&S went to press is Infinity,
starri ng Matthew Broderick
as a very young Richard
Feynman and Pa tricia
Arq uette as Arline G reen~
baum. Greenbaum, Feynman's firs t w ife and the g reat
love of his life, died of t uberculosis in an Albuquerque
sanatorium while Feynman
worked on (he Ma nhattan
Project at Los Alamos, a
hundred m iles of bad road
away. Since Feynman didn't
come to Caltech until 1950 ,
Cal tech isn't mentioned in
this movie, either.

Left: Ice hills in an unnamed region of Ganymede, their western
sides lit up by the sun, were seen in 2000-times greater detail
than any previous images. The smallest objects here are only II
meters across.
Below: This terrain in the Uruk Sulcus region is typical of about
half of Ganymede's surface. The ancient, pock-marked. cratered
terrain to the left (north) is cut by younger striations on the
right. Next to the large impact crater at lower right. some dark

Above: On Jupiter's moon Europa. a new impact crater (left of center),
about 30 km across, scattered light-colored debris over a wide area as it
struck Europa's icy crust. The X-shaped pattern at right probably occurred

material has been ejected onto these linear ridges. The smallest

as the icy crust fractured and then filled in with slush.

features that can be seen here are about 74 meters across.

Galileo's view (bottom) of Euboea
Fluctus on 10 (seen here in
simulated Voyager color for comparison) shows diffuse material
that has been deposited around
the volcano since Voyager 1 flew
by in 1979 (top). It extends over
a radius of 285 km.
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